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intRoduction

Gen6 project includes four different types of national case studies (also called national pilots) 
to provide general guidelines for planning and realizing the steps in enabling iPv6. this booklet 
bases on the requirement analysis results of these pilots. they have been launched in three 
different countries and have been realizing iPv6 upgrade of eGovernment network infrastructures, 
e-identification, services and Applications. this booklet aims highlighting the common and 
different aspects of enabling iPv6 while taking into account the different approaches to iPv6 in 
these pilots. Also this booklet may be used as a guideline for an institution which is willing to 
give iPv6 support to its services.

within this document requirement analysis study may be defined as the identification of the 
needs for enabling iPv6 in each pilot with clear definitions and plans for future actions.

	 •	 Initial	step	for	identifying	the	needs	of	these	pilots.

	 •	 A	checklist	to	complete	the	required	steps	for	enabling	IPv6.

	 •	 The	work	plan	of	each	pilot	which	points	the	main	milestones	of	the	IPv6	transition.

the Gen6 consortium followed a collaborative approach to present the requirements of these 
four pilots in a single document in a complementary manner to highlight the categories in common 
and the categories specific to one or more pilots. As a result of this approach requirements are 
collected under the following 7 main categories which aggregate 73 topics in total. 

	 •	 Network	Architecture	Requirements

	 •	 Network	Level	Requirements		

	 •	 Network	Hardware	Requirements

	 •	 Business	Applications	Requirements

	 •	 Support	Applications	Requirements

	 •	 Management	Requirements	and	Security
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how did we cAteGoRize the RequiRements? 

the most recognizable effect of iPv6 transition is observed at the network layer. for this 
reason, the requirement analysis on the network layer has a notable importance. hence 
three out of seven categories are directly related to network analysis of the respective 
institutions. these main categories include a wide scope from geographical location of 
participating institutions to addressing plans and network hardware. 

iPv6 transition will inevitably require current applications to be investigated. these applications 
are observed under two main categories namely business applications and support 
applications. After listing the relevant applications that will be affected by the transi-
tion, these applications should be analysed deeply, especially trying to answer if the 
application has iPv6 support. you may find the use cases observed for web servers, user 
front-end applications, application security (iPsec, tls/ssl), middleware requirements 
and dns registration based issues under the respective categories.

implementing a new protocol will require management and security procedures to be reviewed 
as well. Related topics are analysed through the last two main categories namely management 
and security requirements which include network monitoring, training, documentation, 
updating security policies (firewall, Acl rules etc.) and implementing security tests.
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WHAT	 SHouLd	 you	 coNSIdeR	 ABouT	 NeTWoRk	
ARchitectuRe?

network architecture requirements mainly depend on the participating institutions. hence you 
should define and analyse them explicitly. drawing network topologies between the institutions 
helps you to dig up the requirements easily. Resulting figure should include the information on 
how they are connected to each other as seen in the overview of the spanish Pilot figure below.
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RecoMMeNdATIoNS	 RegARdINg	 THe	 NeTWoRk	
ARchitectuRe

find out the requirements regarding to the connectivity between the network of the participants 
in the pilot, the internet and the network of other organizations.

	 •	 The	connection	to	the	Internet

	 •	 The	connection	between	the	institutions

	 •	 The	connection	to	the	end	users

one of the important items that need to be considered under this title is geography and 
number of locations for the IPv6 transition. As expected the location of the sites that 
will be connected through the participant organization network during the pilots plays 
a critical role.

Recommendations:

	 •	 Identify	the	sites	that	the	transition	will	affect.	

	 •	 Specify	a	contact	person	for	each	of	these	sites	in	case	of	an	intervention.	

	 •	 Plan	a	training	of	the	stuff	in	different	locations	may	be	taken	as	another		 	
  consideration.
  
	 •	 Identify	ownership	of	the	sources	(network	equipment,	links,	software	and		
  human resources etc.) and status of the infrastructure (shared or dedicated).

	 •	 check	respective	telecommunication	operators	whether	they	are	ready	for		
  iPv6 transition.
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WHAT	SHouLd	Be	doNe	IN	THe	NeTWoRk	LeveL?

	 •	 enlist	the	restrictions	and	scope	of	the	IPv6	support.	

	 •	 Setup	and	maintain	a	well-organized	addressing	plan	independently	from	the		
  address family used in a network.

       Dual stack where you can; tunnel where you must!
dual stack refers to the transition method where devices are able to run 

iPv4 and iPv6 in parallel. thus, it allows hosts to reach iPv4 and iPv6 content 
simultaneously, offering a very flexible coexistence strategy.

IPv6 prefixes are allocated or assigned to organisations on request following 
similar procedures as in the iPv4 case. in europe and middle east, the RiPe ncc, in its 
function of Regional internet Registry (RiR), performs the iPv6 prefix allocations to local 
internet Registries (liR), which in turn redistribute parts of their allocated address space to 
its customers. organisations get allocated their iPv6 address space from a liR, which is 
usually the internet service Provider (isP) of that organisation. 
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AddRess AssiGnment And confiGuRAtion

Address assignment procedure starts with an application of the organisation, which should 
clearly indicate the requirements of address space and a possible address distribution plan 
over the departments/subnets of the organisation. Another option for an organisation is to 
directly apply to a RiR and become a liR or an end-user in the case of Pi (Provider independent) 
addressing needs.

Check layer 3 devices for IPv6 support?

layer-3 devices may be said to have the most critical role for the iPv6 transition. especially if 
the institution selected to use dual stack; starting from the backbone router, all layer-3 devices 
should be made iPv6 enabled. Good news about this issue is that most of the modern devices 
and operating systems have native iPv6 support. Problem arises when a legacy layer-3 device 
is in use through the network. 

What about Layer-2 Devices?
transport of iPv6 over layer-2 devices does not need signifi cant changes. 
though one should check the MLDv2 snooping, DHCPv6 Snooping, duplicate 
address detection, rogue-RA mitigation support for a layer-2 device. 

IPv6 Address Confi guration

The IPv6 address confi guration can be performed either
by static confi guration or auto confi guration 
methods (e.g. Stateless Address Autoconfi guration – 
SLAAC – and Stateful Address Autoconfiguration). 
Static configuration is strongly recommended for 
configuration of server interfaces. Here it is worth 
noting that an interface may use multiple IPv6 
addresses at the same time.
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RecoMMeNdATIoNS	 RegARdINg	 THe	 NeTWoRk	
hARdwARe 

Routers are one of the mandatory items to be checked for the iPv6 transition as outlined 
under “network level Requirements” section. All used equipment has to be checked for iPv6 
compatibility and interoperability with the other routing components used in the institution 
network, including the provider operated uplink routers if exists.

Requirements for the deployed switches may vary depending on the infrastructure. for 
instance; in one partner-network switches are just used for layer-2 switching. further features, 
especially layer-3 functions, are not available or turned off to keep a clear structure of the 
network. therefore for the pilot less risk is expected from these components. nevertheless at 
the end for each used switch platform it has to be proofed that it operates really transparent to 
the layer-3 protocol. otherwise, layer-3 switches should be checked for the iPv6 support and 
should be configured and included in the address planning study.

entry/exit points of vPns may include vPn gateways and iPv6 support of these network 
devices should be checked. in addition security service hardware providing actions such as, 
intrusion detection/prevention, packet filtering or deep packet inspection in a network should 
be checked for iPv6 compatibility. 
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whAt should you consideR ReGARdinG the 
BuSINeSS	APPLIcATIoNS?

	 •	 obtain	a	comprehensive	list	of	all	applications	and	services	running	inside	an	
  it infrastructure. 
  o the state of documentation of the network.
  o complexity and variety of the it infrastructure elements and offered 
   services, the clarity of responsibilities.

	 •	 It	is	hard	to	deal	with	legacy	technologies	or	some	functions	or	components	
  of older technology in the depths of the applications. 
	 •	 Make	a	list	about	IPv6	readiness	of	the	deployed	applications.	

Investigate the following items for the relevant applications:

• Types of access to the applications: Internal/External
• Protocol support required: IPv4/IPv6/Both
• Need of globally routable addresses
• IP address management by the application and use of literal addresses
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RecoMMeNdATIoNS	RegARdINg	THe	BuSINeSS	
APPlicAtions
web applications is expected to be one of the categories that the generated relevant 
application list would include since most of the governmental services is running web 
or application servers in order to keep their services up and running. 

	 •	 Web	servers,	virtual	hosts	and	application	servers	should	be	checked	for	IPv6	support.
 
	 •	 All	application	level	requirements	should	be	considered	at	the	planning	phase	of	IPv6		
  transition. for instance the user front-end, as a sub item of the application level 
  requirements, is the interface that the user is interacting with. therefore, it is important
   that it has iPv6 support, as there could appear iPv6-only clients in the public internet  
  in a near future. 

	 •	 during	the	IPv6	support	of	the	user	front-end	components,	non-Pc	front-ends	should		
  be taken into account, i.e. public web front-ends should be tested using current mobile
   devices over iPv6. 

	 •	 Additionally,	middleware	and	backend	connection	should	be	investigated	if	a	change
   is required regarding the iPv6 support. 

	 •	 Middleware	and	backend	connection	can	often	be	viewed	independently	from	the			
  front-end ones. 

Consider Application Security!
Application security deals with preventing exceptions in the security policy of an application 
or the underlying system (vulnerabilities), which may cause from flaws in the design, 
development, deployment, upgrade, or maintenance of the application.

moreover, if the services are deploying secure communication channels, such as iPsec, 
tls/ssl etc., the requirements regarding these protocols should be investigated.

As a last note, throughout the design or implementation of a system, legal considerations
should be taken into account besides the technical issues. This is especially important 
when dealing with the governmental infrastructures.
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RecommendAtions ReGARdinG the suPPoRt 
APPlicAtions

Support applications such as antivirus software, e-mail and network time 
protocol (NTP) servers should also be considered through the iPv6 transition. several virus 
scanners are used to secure a large number of client machines and servers. the management 
and update of virus-signatures should be possible via iPv6 especially for the clients to reduce 
iPv4 traffic from the end users site to a minimum. Additionally, e-mail and NTP servers 
should be checked for iPv6 compatibility and should be made iPv6 enabled if applicable. 

next step should be making a list of deployed operating systems, databases, application 
servers and proxies. the main advantage in this step is that most of the modern middlewa-
re systems do have iPv6 support. this list will make it easy to see which application updates are 
required or which components in the system should be changed. it is observed for the Gen6 
pilots that these applications do not vary much.

DNS servers have a critical role in the iPv6 transition. here one should consider two different 
cases. firstly respective domain names should have AAAA record to be accessed over 
iPv6. for this purpose, network information centre (nic) records (forward and reverse) should 
be updated. these records may be queried over iPv4. secondly, DNS servers should be checked 
for iPv6 support. if the dns servers are iPv6 enabled, they may be queried over iPv6 as well.
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RecommendAtions ReGARdinG the mAnAGement 
APPlicAtions

Network management procedures define how to sustain administration and 
maintenance of network systems. the iso telecommunications management network model 
defines the appropriate management tasks under the five categories fault, configuration, 
Accounting, Performance and security (fcAPs). for a professionally managed network, the 
procedures and tasks from these five categories should be well defined. enabling iPv6 in such 
a network requires not only the update of the existing procedures for its management but also 
the definition of new procedures where needed.

key	RecoMMeNdATIoNS	RegARdINg	THe	NeTWoRk	
mAnAGement

	 •	 Procedures	defining	e.g.	basic	ping	tests	to	the	IPv4	address	of	the	next	hop	routers	should	
  be updated with addition of iPv6 ping tests accordingly in the iPv6 deployment phase. 

	 •	 A	new	security	procedure	should	be	defined	for	Stateless	Address	Autoconfiguration,			
  since such a mechanism (and a security procedure) does not exist in iPv4-only networks.
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	 •	 A	separate	out	of	band	management	network	can	be	used	to	provide	a	secure	access
   to management interfaces of different devices. those interfaces often allow very basic  
  control of the devices, up to powering them off and on. 

WHAT	ABouT	NeTWoRk	SecuRITy?

Security appliances and software are used to control the traffic transmission based on a 
set of rules in general. these rules include filters about iP information such as iP addresses, port 
numbers and protocol used. 

	 •	 Firewalls	that	will	be	used	in	an	IPv6	network	should	be	able	to	identify	IPv6	packets,		 	
  iPv4 packets as well as tunnelled traffic (iPv6 in iPv4 and iPv4 in iPv6).

	 •	 A	firewall	should	be	able	to	filter	IcMPv6	packets	by	IcMPv6	type	and	IcMPv6	code	fields.
   hence security appliances should be updated accordingly.
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FINAL	ReMARkS

Requirement analysis is one of the major steps for the iPv6 transition. this booklet presents 
the critical points of the requirement analysis of three national pilots being realized in 
Germany, spain and turkey. 

considering the variety of topics needed to be addressed in the requirement analysis of iPv6 
transition, it is difficult to identify and categorize the titles. to ease this process for the future 
transitions, Gen6 project participants have specified 7 main categories which aggregate 
73 topics in total. this categorization can be used as a reference for the iPv6 transition of a 
governmental institution. 
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